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XL Youth Villages have been a huge success and 
achieved a range of outcomes for different groups. 
Calculations are based on a series of assumptions 
but it is reasonable to say that the social return on 
investment achieved by XL Youth Villages is 
somewhere between £3.06 and £6.83 for every 
£1 spent. 

 



  

Assurance statement 

 
 

This report has been submitted to an independent 
assurance assessment carried out by The SROI 
Network. The report shows a good understanding 
of the SROI process and complies with SROI 
principles. Assurance here does not include 
verification of stakeholder engagement, data and 
calculations. It is a principles-based assessment 
of the final report.
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Executive Summary 

XL Youth Villages to get young people off 
the streets 

Measuring social value using SROI 
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Youth villages achieve a range of outcomes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SROI is at least £3.50 for every pound 
spent 
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Recommendations for future analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using findings to get future support 
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Introduction & background 

Sunderland Youth Development Group 
(SYDG) 

Figure 1 - Sunderland core youth offer in 2010 

Source: Sunderland City Council 
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XL Youth Villages  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SROI 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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1 http://www.socialevaluator.eu/  

http://www.socialevaluator.eu/
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Scope and stakeholders 

Evidence of impact to get future 
support 

Evaluative SROI of Washington events 
in 2010 

Including and engaging stakeholders 
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Young people   Figure 2- Individual contacts by gender 

 
Source: Sunderland Youth Development Group 
 

Figure 3 - Individual contacts by age 

Source: Sunderland Youth Development Group 
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Young Riggers   

Sunderland Youth Development Group 
(SYDG) 

Local residents 

Northumbria Police 

Tyne and Wear Fire and Rescue Service 

NHS 

Gentoo Housing  
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Stakeholder inputs and outputs 

Sunderland Youth Development Group 

Northumbria Police Gentoo Housing 

Figure 4 – Inputs and outputs by stakeholder 
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Theory of change 

Theory of change overview 

Project addresses an identified need 
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Figure 5 – XL Youth Villages theory of change 
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Outcomes and evidence 

Outcomes that matter 

‘Determine what information and 

evidence must be included in the 

accounts to give a true and fair picture, 

such that stakeholders can draw 

reasonable conclusions about impact.’2 

                                                   
2 SROI Guide, 2009 
3 SROI Network Supplementary guidance on materiality, March 2011 
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Young people 

 

 

 

 

Young Riggers 

Sunderland Youth Development Group  
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4 We set the outcome duration at zero so the impact map still shows the 
outcomes but they didn’t get considered in the ratio.  
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Local residents 

Northumbria Police 

Tyne and Wear Fire and Rescue Service 

NHS 
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Gentoo 

Measuring  and quantifying outcomes 

Figure 6 - Indicators and quantities for youth villages outcomes 

Source: Discussions with stakeholders and data provided by project team 
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Valuing outcomes Figure 7 - Financial values 
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http://www.lht.co.uk/FileUploads/Antisocial_behaviour_-_Yearbook_June_11.pdf
http://www.lht.co.uk/FileUploads/Antisocial_behaviour_-_Yearbook_June_11.pdf
http://www.lht.co.uk/FileUploads/Antisocial_behaviour_-_Yearbook_June_11.pdf
http://www.policyexchange.org.uk/images/publications/pdfs/Cough_Up_-_March__10.pdf
http://www.policyexchange.org.uk/images/publications/pdfs/Cough_Up_-_March__10.pdf
http://www.policyexchange.org.uk/images/publications/pdfs/Cough_Up_-_March__10.pdf
http://www.policyexchange.org.uk/images/publications/pdfs/Cough_Up_-_March__10.pdf
http://www.pssru.ac.uk/uc/uc2009contents.htm
http://www.pssru.ac.uk/uc/uc2009contents.htm
http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/CRDWeb/ShowRecord.asp?ID=22008101117
http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/CRDWeb/ShowRecord.asp?ID=22008101117
http://www.crd.york.ac.uk/CRDWeb/ShowRecord.asp?ID=22008101117
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Establishing impact and value 

Attribution and the project’s 
contribution 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
5 We recommend zooming it in on screen or printing it off in A3 format.  

Deadweight 

Displacement 

Attribution 
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Drop-off 

Social Return on Investment  

Figure 8 - Social return on investment calculation 
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Sensitivity analysis and SROI range 

Verification 
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Using the findings 

Reflecting on the process 

Good data collection system supported the 
analysis 

Project workers are best placed to engage 
with stakeholders 

Recommendations for future analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project achieves a range of outcomes 
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Findings confirm the story of change 

Longer term outcomes through longer term 
interventions 
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Appendix 1 – Stakeholders not included 
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Appendix 2 – Quantification of outcomes 
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Appendix 3 – Duration of outcomes 
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Appendix 4 – Impact map
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Sunderland XL Youth Villages much more than just great fun 
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